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M. U. VIETNAM ALUMNI CHAPTER
GIVES CHRISTMAS
PARTY (See Page 4)

YOU .4RE I.ffPORT ANT I !

Alumni Day Just Around Corner

(By John M. Sayre, M. U. Director of Development ond Alumni Affairs)

May 30 represents Alumni Day for 1964 on the Marshall Campus. The Alumni Association Board of Directors
is in the process of completing the details fer a really fine
program.

In fact you are becoming more important
each day. As an Alumnus you are a part of a
constituent group which
holds much of the responsibility for advancing
higher education.

The day will include the second annual seminar in
the morning, class luncheons at noon, the annual business
meeting and conducted campus tours in the afternoon and
the annual dinner meeting and dance that evening. The
M. U. Commencement is the following day on campus.
The classes planning reunion meetings are 1914, 1919
1924, 1929, 1934, 1939, 1944, 1949 and 1954. Any other
classes wishing to meet are encouraged to do so.
The complete program and re~ervation information
will be mailed to all Alumni sometime in early May.

The demand on tax-supported institutions has become
overwhelming. The spiralling enrollments throughout the
nation are converging mostly on the tax-supported institutions---partly because of less expensive tuitions.

A_nnual Giving Ry Chapters Listed
Marshall's 39 Alumni Chapters are represented in the
current Annual Giving Program with percentages of participation from one extreme to the other.

Prior to the last World War only twenty per cent of
the total national enrollment was in tax-supported institutions. Today approximately fifty per cent are in these
institutions and by 1970 it is predicted that a complete
reverse will have taken place with eighty per cent of the
enrollment being in tax-supported institutions.

The Ohio-Marshall Counties area Chapter leads
the way with 30.0% of participation. The Huntington
Southside and Belford Chapters head the list in number of
gifts with 118· and 102 respectively.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?

The only way these percentages can be improved is
through participation in the Annual Giving Program by
Alumni who live in the various Chapter areas. This participation must be before June 30, 1964. The Chapter
standings are listed below:

Mostly that these institutions are finding that their
basic source of support is not sufficient to meet the additional costs of operation. It is imperative that additional
support be obtained. One of the most logical other source
is that of the Alumni of these institutions.

Chapter
Ohio-Marshall Counties
Vietnam Chapter
South Charleston
Southside
New York
Belford
Centrol Florida
Barboursville-Green Hills
Holswade
Dayton Areo
Central Ohio
Southead
Washington, D. C.
Milton
St. Albans
Ceredo-Kenova
Universitv Central
Dunbar-Nitro
North Carolino
Centrol l'ndiana
West Huntington
Richmond, Virginia
Bo,.ne County
Cleveland, Ohio
Mason Count:'
East Huntington
Charleston
Lagan County
Lincoln County
Putnam County
Jackson County
Mercer County
Mingo County
Michigan
South Florida
Portsmouth, Ohio
Fayette County
Wood County
McDowell County

That is where you enter the picture. That is where
your role of importance is :i:>articularly noted.
If you are not already lending active moral, influential and financial support to Marshall please give
sericus consideration of doing so soon!
In doing so - you will be assisting M. U. in finding
f.Olutions to some of her operational problems. Beyond
this you will be setting a good example for alumni of
ether institutions to follow as well as the non-Alumni
segment of the adult population. Education is everybody's
business!
It is flattering to know that one is important, but it
is frightening if one does not attempt to live up to his or
her reputation.
I'm proud to say that many Mar.:;hall Alumni are already assisting Alma Mater and higher education. I know
that many more will . . • it is just a question of time.
Frankly, that time should be now!

M. U. IN COLLEGE BOWL IN JUNE
Marshall University will participate in the nationally
televised "College Bowl" program on NBC on June 7.

Mailing List
50
5
140
644
150
567
100
212
408
122
204
505
225
90
207
257
340
107
127
30
551
50
90
89
162
387
650
289
165
130
109
90
240
100
125
75
168
127

121

Gifts
15
1
28
118
28
102
16
34
59
17
28
63
28
11
26
28
36
11
13
3
52
4
7
6
11
25
35
16
9
6
5
4

10
4
4
2
4

3
2

Percentage
30.0%
20.0%
20.0%
18.3%
18.0o/o
17.9%
16.0%
16.0%
14.4%
13.8%
13.2%
12.4%
12.4%
12.0%
12.0%
10.8%
10.5%
10.3%
10.2%
10.0%
9.4%
8.0';~

7.1</o

6.7%
6.7•k
6.4r-.~

5.5<;t,

5.5•/o

5.4%
4.6%
4.5%

4.4%
4.1%
4.0%

3.2%
2.6%
2.3%
2.3'/r·
1.6%

will be assigned a faculty coach. Faculty and staff members are recommending the potential candidates on the
basis of knowledge, ability and mental alertness.
Marshall Alumni will no doubt want to be glued to
their TV sets on June 7 to see and hear Alma Mater
strive tor national prominence in this particular medium.

This popular Sunday afternoon TV program, sponsored
by General Electric, will provide Marshall University a
splendid opportunity to make a national appearance.
A four-member student team is being selected through
a Marshall University Bowl Competition on campus. They
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BARGAIN AIRLINE TOUR RESERVATIONS DUE SOON
Reservations for the bargain European airline tour
being sponsored by your Alumni Association should be
made soon.
The tour will take place July 15 through July 31 from
New York City. It will include London, Paris, Copenhagen,
Rome, Lisbon and back to New York.

...
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Miss Marshall and her attendants far the 1963 Homecoming last
November. Miss Morshall, Peggy Tucker, Bluefield Senior (in b~ck ).
Attendants front (left) Susan Thomas, Logan Branch and (r1ghtl
June Varney, Williomson Branch. Fresh.man Class attendont <c:enter
Patty Johnson, Hunting!on. Left rear IS ~eggy Sh~pard, Huntington
Junior attendant and (right rear) Kay Collins, Huntington Sophomore
attendant.

MEMENTOS OF MU ATHLETICS SOUGHT
Do you have a piece of MU's athletic history stored
away in the attic? Well, MU wants it.

Rome, Italy

The price is only $699.60 per person. This includes all
air and land transportation, hotels, two meals per day,
service charges imposed by hotels.
Of course passport and visa fees, laundry, excess
baggage charges and other incidental expenses are not
included.
The air transportation ls furnished by TWA and the
other arrangements are being handled by the AAA office
in Huntington.
This trip also affords a wonderful opportunity for a
visit to the World's Fair either preceding the European
trip or upon the return.
A deposit of $100.00 per person should accompany
each reservation l'Witb final payment due May 15, 1964.
However, TWA offers its Pay Later Plan which would
permit you up to 20 months to pay.
An explanatory brochure is available through the Office of Development and Alumni Affairs.
Marshall alumni and immediate family are eligible
for the tour.

It has been announced that foc the next six months
the MU Athletic office will be in search of mementos of
the history of Marshall athleUcs. The mementos will be
placed on display in the cases in Gullickson Hall.

These items included in the search are trophies, team
or Individual pictures of · athletes, or old uniforms used
by outstanding players of the past. Anyone having such
items are requested to send them to Ray Cumberledge,
assistant athletic director. The items may be given to
MU or just given in loan for a time. All items should be
identified as to names and dates if possible.

Another Woodrow Wilson Fellow At M. U.
For the third consecutive year a Marshall University
student has won a coveted Woodrow Wilson Fellowship in
competition with thomands of college students throughoid
the United States.
Bruce Nelson of Httntington, who graduated summa
cum laude in January, 1964, has been awarded the Fellowship one of 1,507 granted this year.
This means that he will be given full tuition and fees
for the first year at the gradua·t e school of his choice, as
well as a stipend of $1,800 and dependency allowances.
The 26-year-old mathematics major was one of seven
nominees from Marshall. Dttring his undergraduate days,
he achieved an envious record of straight A's except for
one B.
Upon hearing the news, Dr. N. Bayard Green, professor
of :zoology and campus representative for Woodrow Wilson
Fellowship activDties, said:
"This is terrific! For the third year in a row we've had
Marshall students gain this academic honor. In fact, last
year we had two Woodrow Wilson winners. Other top
schools in the region do not do any better."

Portugal
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Here's what we are planning to do. We are tapping each
of the full alums $10. Five of this will remain locally for
the Christmas project. The remainder will go to pay any
other chapter expense:s. For each $1. we contribute, we
can provide a Christmas• dinner and a toy for one child.
We plan locally to take care of 25 or 30.
"Here's what I would like for you to do. Could you
contact at least the chapters in the Huntington area relative to a contribution? I know there is not much time but
we must do the best we can.
"In addition to making the contribution we "'ill actually go to the orphanage to serve the dinner and deliver
the presents."

A .Uarsh.all Alumni Chapter In Vietnam!
The 38th Chapter of the Marshall Alumni Association
to be formed is in Saigon, Vietnam! This is our first
foreign Chapter and one o·f the few foreign Chapters
any institution has.
It is rather interesting how it all took place. To
explain the sequence of events the following excerpts from
letters from Saigon are offered:
September 4, 1963 letter from USAF Captain Norman
H. Powers '51:
"One night while strolling down the streets e-f Saigon
I ran into Zeke Wilder. (Marshall '49) He is now a Major
in the United States Army and has just finished a tour
of ROTC at Marshall. We talked quite a spell and this
is what we propose to do. We propose to form a Saigon
chapter of the Marshall University Alumni Association.
As far as we know now we are the only two over here.
Perhaps yau might know of other people over here who
would be eligible for membership. Since Zeke is a major
and has me outranked he decided I would be the president
and he would handle the money. If you will i!fiue us a
charter we will send a picture of the charter meeting,
etc., for the alumni news. (Naturally we expect to ma.ke
a 100% contribution)."
Alumni Office Note: Needless to say we encouraged
the chapter to be formed and sent a charter which officially identified it as an official chapter.
November 24, 1963 letter from Captain Powers:
"I suppose by now you had given up o·n the possibility
of an Alumni chapter in far off Saigon. I realize it has been
some time since you sent the charter but a couple of
things have gotten in our way. A couple of things like
a revolution and then after that the other war got hot and
heavy for quite a while. As a result it has been quite
a problem getting together.
"We finally managed to get together, at least part of
us, and elect some officers. Actually, you might say we
appointed them because there is not enough of us at
present to hold a formal election. Believe it or not, we
have turned up five here in Saigon and what's more we
all five live in the same hotel.
"Those attending the meeting we:-e:
Major Bliss Wilder USA (Zeke) MU '49 (Vice
President)
Capt. Fred Reid USA l\fU '54
Capt. Fred Owens USAF (former student last
there In '49)
Capt. Norman H. Powers USAF MU '51 (Secretary)
A/2C Bobby Beckett (a prospective student from
Williamson)
"Not. attending but members are:
Major Wilbur Hewitt USA MU '49
Capt. Albin Wheeler USA MU '57 (President)
"Other Alumni known to be in the country or are on
their way are Capt. Kelly Johnsan USA, Capt. Gob e 1
Thacker USA, and Major Bob Owens USA. It looks like
we fly boys are out-numbered. If yau know of any alums
that are over here that I haven't mentioned please let
me know at your earliest convenience.
"I had mentioned in my first letter about the possibility
of a Christmas project for orphans but we had discarded
the Idea because of the time element Involved. However,
the need is so acute that we have revived the project.

Capt. Fred Reid distributes goadles during Christmas Party. Capt.
Powers is shown in cover photo during similar pleasantries.

Alumni Office Note: In the short time we had, $90.00
was raised and sent to Saigon for the Christmas party.
January 29, 1964 letter from Captain Powers:
"One hundred and twenty-five children, residents of
the Hoi Due Anh orphanage, Saigon Vietnam, were the
guests at a Christmas Party, December 27th, sponsored
by the Saigon chapter of the Mar'.shall University Alumni
Association. (See cover picture and one on this page).
The children, ranging in ages from 2 to 20, were eacb
presented gifts, a meal was served and movies were shown.
"After two and one half hours of romping and playing with the kids the tired but happy alums departed with a
deeper appreciation of their own good fortunes. I don't
mean money."
March 3, 1964 letter from Captain Al Wheeler:
"Thank you so much for your effort in raising some
money frnm the local groups to give these kids here in
Saigon some good chow and toys during the Christmas
Season.
"I noticed a letter to the editor in the Parthenon
which commented on our motives in giving a party for
orphans in Vietnam during Christmas. Well the motives
were selfish. All of us have families who could not be
with us for Christmas and the joy and excitement of children would certainly help make It more like Christmas for
us - so why not create that joy and excitement with
some kids who have never had anything and who therefore know how to say thank you in English and Vietnamese much more sincerely than American children. I know
that anyone who shared our experience would have had
(Continued on Poge 17 l
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Bos Johnson who covered the flight for WSAZ-TV,
taking the same flight immediately afterward, modestly had
his photographer focus most of the television footage on my
flight. As a consequence, a news reporter who is accustomed
to giving publicity to other people got it herself for a chang•.

MARSHALi, ALUMNA TAKES TO AIR
(Estelle 'Bill' Belanger ('35) Tells of
Her Flight Experience With 'Angels')

"Each experience prepares us for the next . . "
The philosopher who first said that should ha11e looked
deeper into the books and found what Coleridge said: "to
most men experience is like th· stern lights of the ship
which illumine only the track if has passed."
I think of this when I look back on the experience I
h.1d last summer flJ•ing with a Nat''.)' jet pilot, a member
of the fam·d Blue Angels team of precision fliers.
Assigned at that time to cover a national beauty contest heM in Huntington - to select a "Miss USA" is not
the most rewarding part of a woman's job, particularly
When J"U'Ve passed the age for beaUfJI Contests yourself and
nev·r had been a suitable candidate even when you were
that age. But I couldn't know when I took on the assignment that it meant covering more than trailing after girls
in bathing suits. The assil{nmrnt itself covered "covering"
all the rntertainment and recr ·ation activities that were
!checluled as 'side-bars" for tourist attractions.
It is true I did not see much of the actual entertainment events; all I saw of the rodeo was horses hoov,•s,
J,:.rt, and flying cowboys. I was follru 1inl{ photographers and
heltnng them record reactions flf tbe beauty queens to such
events. At the swimmin.I{ parties I co1tld not swim; I was
t11kin!!. names l·.ft to right, ancl at the barbecue I was askinl{
Miss Texas if it was /;Ju this back home. So it went all
1oeek.. Then the Blue Angels arrived for their precision
flving r!emnnstration. The assil{nment was for me to fly
with nne <>f them a11d writ-· a star'!! about what it was like.
I'll never forget the N(J'fly Pilot who took me up Lieut. Bob Cou17es - sayin!( with an ocld .'lrin "Just leave
your notebook behind and have w111rself a ball; for once in
your life forl{et you're working."
As his aide strapp•d me into the plane I saw I was
mrrounded by an amazin!!. array of instruments that looked
like srnnethin!!. from a sci"nce ficfinn book; I was afraid
I'd touch one accitlentally and cause a "wreck" but I
needn't have worried.
Flyin!!. turns at 63 0 miles ber hour with 3, 4 or 5 K's
of fJTessure you can't m01 e; that's the whv of the strabs;
I didn't k.nnw this till it was habftenin'l. As earth dro(Jfled
t'-wa-v and the skv was rockin!{ cra-z;Jv I thou.'lht of the Lieutenant's advice about drnfJNnP thr. notebook. I knew then
the r·ason for his !lTin; I c01,/dn't have manitmlated a pencil
,.rr,.,ss the notebonk. if mv life deflended on it.
It was a thrill, probab/.v nne of the f!Teatest thrills of
mv life. And that shortld have been the end of that.
Exce(Jt for writin!l the storv for The H•rald-Dis(Jatch to
tell what it was lik.e to fl-v in a jet trainer plane.
Nothing could have prepared me for the experience of
fniblicity that followed.

Between Bos' coverage and pictures that Maurice Kaplan, (class of 1946) chief photographer took for Hupco,
I was in the public eye as if I had actually piloted the plane.
People who had not seen me in years called to tell me about
seeing the story or the television coverage; people I had
newr met called to congratulate m::. The flight was six
months ago, but if I wanted to forget I couldn't. People
still keep reminding me.
This is news to a reporter, who knows that yesterday's story is dead, today's will be "kilfrd out" by the time
you read this - and what's for tomorrow?
Yesterday os I walked down the street in Chesapeake
toward my home I heard across the street a boy I had never
se:n before say to another "There goes Lawrence County's
claim to fame - oitr Chesapeak.e Bird Woman."
Covering a story does not prepare you for the experience
that follows - fntblicity that you're med to writing, not
receiving.

1
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ALMA, DON'T YOU LOVE THE PERSONAL
ATTENTION YOU GET IN 'REGIST'RAllON?
5

TECHNICAL ASSISTANGE PROGRAM
POSSIBLE FOR M. U.
Marshall's hopes for a $6-8 million Federally-financed
research center went down the drain recently when Harold
W. Williams, Arca Rcde·velopment Administration deputy
director, announced an adverse decision.

Winter

on

Campus. ODK Circle in foreground. New
Dorm under construction In background.

"We in ARA will continue to work with officials of
Marshall University and community leaders in Huntington . . ." Williams said, "but we believe that it is much
more likely that we can reach our goal if we think along
the lines of a technical assistan<ce contract with Marshall
University to finance specific technological services from
the faculty of Marshall. This would make it unnecessary to
consider a large grant for the physical construction and
equipment of an ambitious research center.

Women's

New Official Class Ring Now Available
A newly designed senior class ring will be on exhibit
and is on sale, according to Robert P. Alexander, director
of placement and chairman of the committee appointed to
select a new ring.
The new ring is made by Josten Manufacturing Co.
and will range in cost from $34 to $35.80 for men and
$25.95 for women. The latter is a dinner-style ring.
There will be no extra charge for engraving initials
and degree inside the band or for obtaining a back dated

Williams added that $100,000 contract might be considered to finance a staff, fmrchase some equipment, and pay
any rental cxpe-nscs. The technical assistance would take the
form of specific projects, such as a faculty member aiding
a small mannfact11ring /inn in reducing its costs or increasing its production. It would not, Williams emphasized,
tak'J the form of broad, general projects.

ring.

President Smith said it wmild he up to the M. U. Research Board to decide whether to submit a request for
such a contract.

The choice of stone and cut will be left to the student
or alumnus.
The new ring will be sold only at the bookstore or
ordered through the Alumni office.
Pamphlets containing pictures of the ring are now being mailed to students and alumni who are eligible to
purchase the ring. Alumni should write to Alumni office
for further information.
The ring contains on one side a picture of. John Marshall with the date of Marshall's founding. The opposite
side contains the West Virginia State Seal and the date
of graduation.
The ring is to be the official university ring and
Marshall \\ill hold the copyright on the design.

"B11t we would first want to find out if industry and
business needs this type of assistance, and it's possible we
wo1lld want to consider setting 11 p a broader research rom.mittec."
He emphasized that Marshall would not be interested
in federal funds jtist because those funds existed.

Classroom Building Nearer Reality
Hopes for additional classroom space moved forv.•ard
a step recently when the West Virginia Board of Education approved the appointment of Dean and Dean Architects of Huntington to do architectural planning and construction supervision on a n eight-story classroom and offices building, according to President Stewart H. Smith.
The $4,000,000 building is planned for the corner of
Third Avenue and 16th Street. It is one of the 11 buildings included in a 20-year master plan proposed earlier
this year.

January 1964 graduates entertained by Alumni Associated.
pictured above attended the dinner.

Those

PLACEMENT OFFICE SERVES MANY
YOUR SUPPORT

IS

In the last six months from July to Dec. 1963, the
facilities of the placement office have placed 806 students
in full-time and part-time employment according to Robert
P. Alexander, director of placement.
There have been 232 full-time and 574 part-time positions filled. This is an increase of 65 full-time and a
decrease of 27 part-time positions.
This office offers its services also to alumni.

NOT

ONLY AN ASSISTANCE TO
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY
BUT A BOOST TO HIGHER
EDUCATION IN GENERAL!
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.MARSHALL FOOTBALL, 1963
By George Rorrer '54

During 1963, Marshall's second season as a "major"
football team, the Big Green in many ways reached its
highest achievement in history.
Coach Charlie Snyder's junior-dominated squad turned
in a 5-4-1 record for its first winning season against
"major" competition, and finished fourth in a red-hot MidAmerican Conference race that wasn't decided until the
Marshall-Ohio U. season finale before a packed house at
Fairfield Stadium.
Marshall's home football attendance took on a "major"
look for the first time since the 1940s as 45,000 fans flocked
to Fairfield for the Big Green's five home games. On two
occasions, the homecoming game against Bowling Green
and the MAC championship showdown against Ohio,
crowds of more than 11,000 forced Athletic Director Whitey
Wilson to borrow and install temporary bleacher seats.
Not since Jackie Hunt led the nation in touchdowns
in 1940 has Marshall been able to boast statistical sparklers
like record-breaking halfback Jack Mahone, glue-fingered
end Jimmy Cure, passing star Howie Lee Miller and punt
return ace Larry Coyer.

(MAHON El

Mahone, a 5-11, 185-pound junior from Charleston,
finished fourth among the nation's major college ball carriers in rushing with 884 yards in 163 attempts, a Marshall
school record eclipsing John Zontini's 865-yard output in
1931.
Mahone had the nation's top single game rushing effort, running for 224 yards in a key 14-8 victory over
Kent State and erasing another Zontini record from the
Marshall books. The fabled Sheik of Seth had carried
for 183 yards against Fairmont State in 1931.
Almost as pleasing as Mahone's great play is the fact
that he's purely a Marshall product. He didn't play football
in hlgh school, and he has learned ahnost all he knows
about the game from the MU coaching staff.
Cure, a 6-1, 181-pound junior from Gary, continued
his record-breaking pass receiving and earned all-MidAmerican Conference honors for the second straight year.
Cure broke the Mid-American career receiving record
with 22 catches in 1963, giving him a two-season total of
48. Overall, he caught 40, good for seventh place among
the nation's major college receivers and another MU
career record.
Jim's Marshall career mark of 86 catches in his first
two seasons erased Jim Swierczek's record of 84, etablished during a three-year career (1951-53).

(CURE )

Miller, a 6-0, 170-pound sophomore from Point Pleasant, set a school record for pass completion percentage,
connecting on 72 of 144 for a .500 mark. He beat Bob
Hamlin's record of .481, set in 1962.
Howie Lee also won the MAC passing championship,
completing 40 of 81 for 527 yards and four touchdowns.
Coyer, a 5-9, 18-0-pound junior from Barboursville, was
a defensive standout. He also won the MAC punt return
title with eight for 125 yards, including a key 60-yard
touchdown gallop against Toledo.
Such success was not forecast for the Big Green before
the season began. In a survey of MAC coaches, Marshall
failed to get a vote for any position as high as fifth place.
They expected MU to repeat its dismal 0-5 cellar finish
of 1962.
And things looked dark, indeed, after Marshall dropped
its opener, 19-6, to Morehead.
Marshall, still unsettled at quarterback and at center,

..,

(COMTIMUED ON MEXT PAGE)

( FOOTBALL -

Continued )

Michigan, 20-7. Senior fullback Al Rinehart was a star in
that one, gaining more than 100 yards before a thirdquarter injury ended his college career.
Then, before more than 11,000 fans at the first Fairfield Stadium full house since 1941, Marshall boldly grabbed
a 14-0 halftime lead over Bowling Green in their showdown
game for the conference lead. But the BeeGees, as big as
Louisville and twice as deep, wore the manpower-thin Big
Green down in the second half and won, 21-14.
Marshall then kept its championship hopes alive by
scoring a clutch, 14-8 victory at Kent-the one in which
Mahone galloped for 224 yards. One of Mahone's runs was
for 82 yards and a touchdown. The other TD came on
a Miller-Pruett pass.
That set up the Marshall-Ohio game for the title. If
MU had won, it would have tied Miami for its first major
college football championship. But Ohio hurt Miller and
put him out of action with only one second left in the
first half, and Marshall was shut out for the only time
all year, 17-0, by the Bobcats, who thus won sole possession of the crown.
Marshall's fourth-place finish was its second best since
it joined the MAC in 1953. Its winnin!I season was its
first since 1957 and only the school's fifth such success in
the 17 seasons since World War II.
Snyder's rebuilding of the football program has been
done on a sound, well-organized basis, and Marshall ls
likely to continue to produce teams able to compete in
the MAC-despite th.e big advantage in size all other conference members possess.
Next year's Big Green could be as good as the 1963
team, providing the tackle positions can be shored up,
but its competition will be better than the '63 club faced.
Most other MAC teams were, like Marshall, young units.
So the conference should be as strong over-all as it has
ever been.
Marhall has a flock of experienced ends returning, led
by Cure and Pruett. Two guards were lost, but adequate
replacements seem to be on hand. Good and junior-to-be
George Kosanovich of Weirton give the club good protection at center.
Miller and his alternate, junior-to-be Alex Sansosti
of Pittsburgh, return at quarterback. Mahone and seniorto-be Jim Brown, plus several other battle-tested veterans,
make halfback a pleasant position to contemplate.
And fullback Dave Boston, who took over for Rinehart
in the home stretch will return. But he'll be challenged by
Andy Socha, the freshman team's top prospect. Andy is
a 6-0, 195-pound speedster from Steubenville, Ohio,
Catholic.
Coach Snyder is hoping he'll get tackles Fred Anderson and Bill Bobbitt, both juniors-to-be, back after a
year out of school. They were both Class AAA all-staters
in 1960, and both saw lots of action as sophomores in 1962.
Up from a freshman team that went winless are
tackles Jim Woody, a 250-pounder, and Curt Keesee, a
195-pounder. Returning are the 1963 second unit tackles,
215-pounders Pat Woody and Ron Minard, both juniorsto-be.
Another sophomore-to-be who is likely to make his
presence felt next year is halfback Mickey Jackson, a
speedster from Harpers Ferry.
Coach Snyder and his staff - Forrest Underwood,
Charlie Kautz, Olen Jones, Alvis Brown and Ed Prelaz -

was simply not ready when it met the Eagles, and was
riddled with passes.
There were two possible ways to react. The team
could throw up its hands and quit. Or it could buckle
down and make a success of the season, despite the horrid
start.
On the next Saturday at Oxford, Ohio, the Big Green
gave its answer to the public. Marshall came of age as
a "major" football team as Miller responded to his first
starting assignment and led MU from behind twice, helping the Big Green gain a 14-14 tie with Miami, one of the
MAC's feared "big three."

(MI LLER )
Toledo threw a fright into the Big Green on the next
weekend, but junior end Bob Pruett of Beckley found he
could beat his defender, told Miller about it, then took a
game-winning touchdown pass with 47 seconds left to play.
The score was 19-18.
Marshall's president, Dr. Stewart H. Smith, happily
congratulated Coach Snyder after the game and prophetically said, "Maybe this is the turning point."
Then came Buffalo, a city where the newspapers wondered in print why the unbeaten Bulls were stooping so
low as to play insignificant Marshall, and a city that
was stunned when Marshall drove away with a 10-8 victory.
Sophomore Tommy Good, a 6-1, 205-pound center
from Sissonville, established himself as a star in that game,
leading a stout defensive stand that contained the rugged
Bulls in the second half. Good went on to an outstanding
season, and was named to the all-MAC second team.
Kentucky State was next, and Mahone's flashy footwork left the Thorobreds demolished as expected, 28-0.
Then, however, came another debacle. Marshall fumbled two consecutive kickoffs and was behind Louisville
14-0 before it could run an offensive play. The bulky
Cards of the Missouri Valley Conference, who appeared to
be the inferior team, won 27-14.
But Marshall rebounded with the chips down and
moved into first place in the MAC by beating Western

(CONTINUED OM NEXT PAGE)
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are busily recruiting what they hope ~l be a crop of
frEshmen like the. one ·of 1961, which produced the players
who are now juniors.
And recruiting is the field in which Snyder feels
alumni can really help the football program.
Snyder feels strong alumni support. is vital to. recruiting the good, big football players it takes to compete
in the MAC. And he's pleased with the progress being
made by John Sayre's office of Development and Alumni
Affairs in this direction.
Marshall meets the same teams next season as it
did in 1963, except that they'll exchange playing sites.
MU has brought major college football to Southern West
Virginia and to the Tri-State Area, and alumni who haven't
seen the Big Green play in a few years will be pleased if
they drop in on a Marshall game in 1964.
Here's the schedule:
Sept. 19, Morehead in the annual Shrine Game at
Ashland, Ky.; 26, Miami of Ohio; Oct. 3, at Toledo;
10, Bu ffalo; 17, Kentucky State of Frankfort, Ky.; 24, Louisville; 31, Western Michigan; Nov. 7, at Bowling Green; 14,
Kent State; 21, Ohio University at Athens, Ohio.

BASKETBALL RE-BUILDING PROGRAM
UNDER WAY
Patience, persistence and poundings characterize the
elements needed for rebuilding a University Varsity basketball program.
This is exactly what Ellis Johnson, M. U.'s new head
cage Coach, is experiencing. He is patiently working with
his inherited Varsity material. He is persistently molding
them into a well-coached and well-conditioned squad.
Patiently and persistently he is recruiting the type of
material that will "put the Big Green back on top.''
As one may know or suspect this season has been a
long one in respect to the record. The few wins have been
realized over Morris Harvey, St. Francis of Pennsylvania
(twice), the Alumni, Western Michigan, Eastern Kentucky
and Steubenville. Losses were to Eastern Kentucky, Ohio
U. (twice), Morehead (twice), Toledo (tv:ice), Miami, Ohio
(twice), Morris Harvey, Ohio Wesleyan, Kent State (twice),
Loyola of Chicago, and Bowling Green (twice). The final
'63-64 record was 7 wins and 16 losses, Marshall's worst.
Probably the major factor for so many losses has been
the absence of rebounding strength. It is a necessary element in major basketball these days. The Big Green just
didn't possess it. Unless Coach Johnson can find a big
Junior College boy who can play next year we will be
faced with the same dilemma for another year.
Otherwise the main returning material for next year
includes Tom Langfitt, a 6' 4" Sophomore who is destined
for great things; 6' 6" Bruce Belcher, a Junior, 6' 4" Levi
Lauvray, a Junior; 6' 1" Bill Francis, a Junior; 6' 4" George
Hicks, a Sophomore; and 6' 1" Walt Smittle, a Junior.
Coming up from the Freshman squad will be two or three
prospects who will be helpful. None of them are the big
men though.
Coach Johnson has already recruited an out.standing
transfer student, Bob Redd, who could be one of Marshall's greatest. He will be eligible in the '65-66 season.

Langfitt, M. U. Sophomare, battles Ohia U. players for
loose basketball.

Even with the re-building process and its obstacles,
this squad has shown streaks of brilliance. Without a
doubt the Big Green will rise agai.n. An even nicer note is
that Coach Johnson employs the same type of fast-breaking
offense that "The Old Man" used so successfully.

Charlie Snyder Honored
The West Virginia College Ccach of 1963 is the Big
Green's own Charlie Snyder.
Coach Snyder was chosen for this honor by the West
Virginia Sports Writers Association after the MU mentor
guided his football forces to its first winning season sinc2
1957.

M. U. TACKLE DRAFTED BY PACKERS
Mike Hicks, 6' 2", 240-pound Big Green tackle was
drafted by the Green Bay Packers of the National Football League for this year. The Charleston senior was selected by the NFL team in the 18th round of the 20-round
draft which took almost 22 hours to complete.

ANYONE WHO HAS ATTENDED
MARSHALL AND RECEIVED
OFFICIAL CREDIT IS REGARDED
AS AN ALUMNUS OR ALUMNA!
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University Branches Are Off To Good Start

Marshall Takes Big Step Forward;
Branches At Logan, Williamson
B:r Jim Wallen '31

Marshall University has taken a major step forward
in service to its area with the successful beginning of two
branches, one at Logan, the county seat of Logan county,
W. Va., and the other at Williamson, the county seat of
Mingo county, W. Va.
With the second semester for these two branches having opened in February of this year, enrollment has been
good. Strong interest on the part of the students, and by
local rnpporting groups has been evident.
In discussing the subject with a representative of the
Marshall Alumni, Marshall's director of adult education,
Paul H. Collins, declared that:
"To begin with, I want to make it clear that the admfrsion standards for these two branches are just as high
as they are on the campus of Marshall University, itself."
He went on to explain that "The prospective student
must apply through the Marshall University admissions
office, and once he obtains this admission it is just as
good as one on the campus, for the requirements are the
same.

Marshall

Holl

in

Logan, formerly

Aracoma

High

School

For the second semester, beginning late in January of
this year, the enrollment came to 153 at Logan and 141 at
Williamson, for a total of 294.
There are courses offered in the sciences, mathematics,
English, foreign language, speech, social studies, accounting,
botany, zoology and physical education.
The staffs of both branches are made up of highly
qualified teacher.s. Most of them commute from the
Marshall campus, but in addition, a few, well qualified outside members have been chosen. For example, some teaching is done by certified public accountants and by high
school teachers who are working on their doctorate degrees.
A full-time director at each branch also carries a halftime teaching load, and there is a full-time secretary at
each branch. Besides their teaching, the directors devote
much effort to counseling and guidance.
In both branches there is a wide range of ages among
the students, with the majority of students being recent
high school graduates who expect to go on to college somewhere .after their first tv.·Q years at a branch. "Some will
come to Marshall, but many will go elsewhere, and that
is what we expect," said Prof. Collins. "We are much impressed with their earnestness," he said.

Branch Directors meet os President Smith beams approval. Jim
Harless of Logan (left), President Smith ond Don Wossum of
Williamson (right).

"Work done iq the branches for the two years offered there, is transferrable to the Marshall campus at
the junior level. Students finishing two years at either
of the branches, can come to the campus as a full-fledged
junior."
Pref. Collins, who is assistant to President Stewart H.
Smith, also brought out the point that the work of obtaining admission and making enrollment, must be begun
several weeks in advance of the semester by the prospective
student. "We tried to make this known long before the
beginning of the present school year," he said, "but several
who wanted to enroll were disappointed because they
failed to seek admission early enough, and their applications could not be processed in time for the beginning
of the semester."
With a 12-hour load considered full time, there were
almost 200 students enrolled at the Logan branch for the
first semester, and 180 at Williamson. At both places most
of the students are working, so classes are held in late
afternoon and evening, beginning at 3:30 P. M. five days
a week. On Saturday there are morning classes.

LOGAN

At Logan, the former Aracoma High School building
is being used, after having been enlarged and improved
four years ago.
The building, with its maintenance and all its services,
has been provided by the Logan County Board of Education, which also purchased the excellent laboratory equipment and has established a good library. The biology and
chemistry laboratories are particularly well equipped, and
so are the library and the gymnasium for physical education.
There are 13 general classrooms, faculty offices, a parking lot for more than 200 cars, and a student union remodeled from the former cafeteria.
The director at Logan is James W. Harless, who obtained his master's degree in guidance and counseling at
Marshall in 1960.
The student fee is $20 per hour.
WILLIAMSON

At Williamson, there are students from a 30-mile
radius, including points in nearby Kentucky. The Mingo
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County Board of Education gave cash assistance to the
amount of $9,000, the Mingo County Court, $8,000 and the
city of Williamson, $3,500. Such cash assistance has enabled the Williamson branch to reduce its fees to $15 an
hour, or a maximum of $180 for a full load of 12 hours.
The director at Williamson is Paul Wassum, who has
his master's degree in English from Marshall.

The 10 overhead projectors and two thermofax machines
will be distributed among 11 departments here on ca mpus.
The Audio Visual Center, Art, Education, Science, Political
Science, Geography, Music, English, Language, Social Studies and Engineering Department will also have a portable
overhead projector for general use.

RESULTS
Some immediate results, of high importance to these
areas of southern West Virginia, are already apparent.
Many who could not hope to have a four-year college course
on a campus away from home, now see that a college education is within the:r reach. It may be that the twoyear terminal course at a Marshall branch will be of
major assistance to them. Or by having these two years at
a local branch, they may be enabled to finish th.e last
two years for a degree elsewhere.
A greater interest among junior high school and high
school students and faculty is becoming evident. They can
see that students now in these grades can look forward
to the possibility of at least a start in college - and the
chance for completion of college work is now better than
ever before. In fact, such chance may not even have
existed for most of them before these Mar.>hall University
branches were opened.
"It will soon result in a new enrichment of high school
programs in these areas," Prof. Collins predicts.

Much Planning Led To
Branch Establishments
Establishment of the two new Marshall branch es
did not come about overnight. It began in 1957 with
requests from those who could see the value of such
branches, and these requests were follo\\:ed by conferences with legislative representatives, and assistance from the legislature and the W. Va. Board of
Education.
The first substantial requests for a Marshall
branch came from 'Vood county, of which Parkersburg is the county seat. These were followed by
others, and as the branch plan was worked out, it
resulted in Parkersburg obtaining a branch of West
Virginia University, and the two Marshall branches
going to Logan and Williamson.
In any event, the idea has been worked out to
the great satisfaction of Marshall University and to
those large numbers of interested and helpful persc ns in the Logan and Williamson areas.

Co-Op Plan Is A Unique One

MARSHALL UNlVERStTY

Marshall's co-op plan for supplying teachers to Cabell,
Mason and Kanawha Counties is the only system of its
kind in the state.
According to E. V. Core, associate professor of education, the program is carried out through three agencies-Marshall University, school systems of the counties involved
and the State Department of Education. Professor Core
is director of the project.
The purpose of the plan is to supply these thl'ee counties with badly needed teachers and to give students experience in teaching.
According to Professor Core, the program covers two
semesters of regular college work and takes place in the
junior and senior years. The student teacher is paid $1,000
for the first semester and $1,100 for the second.
A prospective co-op teacher applies to the M. U. education department and if selected is assigned to one of the
participating counties. He receives 12 hours credit for each
teaching semester.
The Ford Foundation has supplemented this program
with a grant to Marshall of $15,000 last year and $25,000
this year. Marshall now has eight teachers in Cabell County,
six in Kanawha and 19 in Mason.

WILLIAMSON
BRANCH COLLEGE
fSTABLISHl!O 1983

•WILLIAMSON HIGH SCHOOL

GOALS
Since those who enter must be in the upper threequarters of their high school graduating class, the branches
will have the effect of getting more and more of the able
ones into a college pattern. They will be the same caliber
of students as those on the Marshall campus.
The branches now have the first year of a two-year
secretarial course, and it may not be lcng until sufficient
additions can be made to effect a full, two-year cour se
in secretarial science. Including courses in typing, shorthand, and bookkeeping, it could become an extremely desirable course of study.
"The good response that has greeted these branches,
gives us sound encouragement to work for their future,''
Mr. Collins asserts.

Guidance Institute Scheduled This Summer
For the fifth consecutive year Marshall will have a
summer counseling and guidance training institute. Ralph
Bedell, of the Division of College and University Assistances Office of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare notified President Stewart H. Smith. The
institute will be financed by federal funds and is primarily
for secondary teachers who are involved in guidance
counseling.

1ll. V. RECIPIENT OF GIFT
A $3,000 helping hand to Marshall recently has been
offered by t he Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company.
The gift will take the form of audio visual equipment.
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The
Fall

Marshall-Ohio
in Wheeling.

Counties Area Chapter as it met late last
Chapter President Carl Coen Is standing at
end at table.

M. U. CHAPTERS BUSILY MEETING

1964-65 oficers for Barboursville-Greenhills Chapter (above),
left to right: Shomaker, Sec.Treas.; Stackpole, Board; McCarty, Pres.; Brownfield, V. Pres.;
and
Porterfield,
Board.
Jim
Dunlop (right) 1963-64 South
Charleston Chapter President.

Many of Marshall University's 39 Alumni Chapters
have been active during the past few weeks or will be
active in the near future. New Chapters have been formed
and at least four others are in the process of being formed.
November 15, the BARBOURSVILLE-GREEN HILLS
Chapter had its annual election with Harold McCarty repeating as president. John Sayre was the speaker.
'I'he LINCOLN COUNTY Chapter met on January
20th in Hamlin with "Swede" Gullickson as the speaker.
Dr. C. L. Wilkerson was elected president, succeeding Jim
Roberts.
"Swede" Gullickson was the featured speaker for the
WASHINGTON, D. C. AREA Cll.l;lpter on February 7th at
the Dodge House in the nation's capital city.
On February 22 the 39th Marshall Chapter was organized for the RICHMOND, VIRGINIA-AREA. Ray Harkins
was elected president. John Sayre was the speaker.
On March 3, fifteen Alumni in the ASHLAND KENTUCKY -AREA met with John Sayre to make preliminary
arrangements to organize that Chapter. The organizational
dinner meeting, with "Swede" Gullickson as the speaker,
will take place in Ashland on April 3. The Chapter will
include Boyd, Carter, Lawrence and Greenup Counties in
Kentucky. The Rev. William E. Garda is the acting chairman of the planning committee.
Alumni representing the SOUTHEAST HUNTINGTON
Chapter gathered on March 4th. to plan a re-organizational
meeting for late April.
On March 16th the MC DOWELL COUNTY Chapter
had head football coach Charlie Snyder as a speaker for
their annual dinner meeting in Welch. Corbett Church was
elected the 1964-65 president to succeed Glen Hatcher.
Representatives of the WE.ST HUNTINGTON Chapter
met on March 19 and selected a governing committee for
the Chapter for 1964-65. "Swede" Gullickson was the
speaker.
"Swede" was the featured speaker at the spring
meeting of the CENTRAL OHIO Chapter on March 20 in
Columbus at the Desert Inn. This Chapter plans a family
picnic for sometime during summer months.
The JACKSON COUNTY Chapter met on March 23
with "Swede" as the speaker. Dr. Charles Kelly was
elected the 1964-65 president succeeding W. King Parsons.
(Editor's note. The following meetings were scheduled
as this publication went to press. Some of the meetings
are now completed and the results will be published in
our next newsletter).
The HUNTINGTON SOUTHSIDE Chapter, with Charlie
Snyder as speaker, will meet on March 31 in the University Dining Hall.

.

The CHARLESTON Chapter will meet en the same
date at the Sterling Restaurant in Charleston. "Swede"
will be the speaker.
Alumni in West Virginia counties of HARRISON.
MARION, MONONGALIA and TAYLOR will meet in
Fairmont on April 1 with John Sayre to make preliminary
plans for a Chapter.
On April 4 Alumni in GREENBRIER COUNTY are
invited to meet with John Sayre in Lewisburg to discuss
organizational possibilities for a Chapter in that county.
The EAST HUNTINGTON Chapter will meet on
April 6 in the University Dining Hall with "Swede" as
the speaker.
HUNTINGTON BELFORD Chapter will meet the next
evening at the same place and with the same speaker.
Dr. Harold E. Walker, vice president of academic affairs, will be the speaker for the annual MINGO COUNTY
Chapter meeting on April 8 in Williamson at the Mountaineer Hotel.
"Swede" will go to Raleigh, North Carolina on April
11 to speak to the NORTH CAROLINA Chapter.
He will also be the featured speaker when the HUNTINGTON UNIVERSITY CENTRAL Chapter meets on
April 14 in the University Dining Hall.
Dean of Men Stanley Shaw will be the speaker for
the LOGAN COUNTY Chapter when it meets on April 23
for a dinner meeting in Marshall Hall, the M.U. branch
building in Logan.
On the same date Charles Snyder will speak to the
HUNTINGTON HOLSW ADE Chapter in the University
Dining Hall.
On April 24 Dr. Walker will be the speaker for the
FAYETTE COUNTY Chapter when it meets in Oak Hill.
The SOUTHERN FLORIDA Chapter is scheduled to
meet on May 2 in Margate. Plans are being made to send
a speaker from campus.
Tentative plans are being made for the CENTRAL
FLORIDA Chapter to meet on the same week end in
either St. Petersburg or Orlando.
Editor's note. All Chapter news should be sent to the
Office of Development and Alumni Affairs. If we have
failed to list any Chapter meetings that have taken place
in the last few weeks it was strictly unintentional.
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TELEPHONE CAMPAIGN EXPANDING
The CAUSE (CoUege
Alumni United in Support
of Education) Telephone
Campaign which was Inaugurated in West Virginia
three years ago has expanded to five cities. This
Campaign is participated
in by Alumni of all institutions of higher education
in West Virginia.
The handsome group of men pictured above atte nded the luncheon
sponsored by the Alumni Association on De ce mber 28. Most of
this group performed for the Alumn i cager• whe n the y lost to the
Varsity late r that evening. Le ft to rig ht (kneeling ): Wolfe (Assoc.
Pres.) Mott, Allen, Williams, Cumberledge (Asst . Ath Dir.), Moore,
and Blair (Assoc. Bd. Membe r). Standino: J ohns on (Varsity Cooch),
Hunn icutt, Hall, Kirk, Whit e , Toothman, Froz •e r, Price, Rllb ins on,
Wildt, Byrd, Carter, Freemon, Unde rwood, and W ilson (Ath . Dir.)

Doug Bess (right) of Nitro is
pictured
as he participated
in recent Charleston CA USE
Campaign.

This year (November 1963) the Campaign was conducted successfully in the Wheeling - Moundsville area,
Clarksburg, Beckley, Charleston and Huntingtnn. Ma.rshall University was fairly well represented in all locations.
The results of the Campaign per Chapter or location
are Ii3ted below.

UNUSUAL PROGRAM UNDER WAY
Under the direction of Dr. J. Frank Bartlett, dean of
arts and sciences, the idea for the Program for Enccuragement of Graduate Study was originated. The procedures
were first put into effect in the second semester, 1960-61,
in the College of Arts and Sciences.

WHEELING-MOUNDSVILLE
Alumni
Favorable
Percentags
reached
response
Ohio-Marshall County Chapter
29
82
35
Clarksburg
Clarksburg Alumni
19
12
63
Beckley
Beckley Alumni
46
78
58
Charleston Area
South Charleston Chapter
87
57
65.5
St. Albans Chap~er
87
65.5
58
Dunbar-Nitro Chapter
83
18
15
Charleston Chapter
Did nat complete Campaign
Huntington Area
74
Belford ChaJ>ter
249
186
Barboursville -Green Hills
144
187
77
Ceredo-Ke nove area
76
86
88
East Huntington
72
50
36
Holswade
128
112
87
Southeast
174
149
85
323
257
79
Southside
134
West Hunt i n ~ ton
173
77
University Ce ntral
163
73
120

Several

members of Huntington Chapters are shawn
during the Huntington Campaign.

in

By request of students and faculty, in September, 1961,
the program was expanded to include Teachers College
and the College of Applied Science.
According to Dr. A. Mervin Tyson, Chairman of the
English Department, and chairman cf the Faculty Committee for Encouragement of Graduate Study, some purposes
of the program are to encourage able and interested students to carry on advanced study, to help those students
with financial problems to find financial assistance for
which they might be qualified, and to inspire students who
may lack confidence in themselves; to counsel qualified
students regarding proper undergraduate preparation, advantages of an advanced degree in their chosen profession,
choice of graduate schocl, and sources of financial aid
available to qualified graduate students; and to assist qualified students in making application to the graduate school
of their choice, and in making application for awards,
grants, fellowships, scholar:hips, and assistantships for
which they might qualify.
Dr. Tyson said selection begins with students in their
second semester of the freshman year. The students are
sent personal invitations to attend an organizational meeting on the basis of their college entrance examination
scores, academic achievement in high school, Dean's List
achievement (3.0 or higher) at Marshall, and personal
recommendation by individual faculty members. The meeting is intended to acquaint the students with the purposes
and procedures of the program and for counseling. At this
meeting the students also submit necessary data for enrollment, which will be assigned to department chairmen as
counselors in their fields of graduate study interest.

action

Of course the above results reflect the favora.ble responses received from Alumni who were reached by the
telephone contact. The really important results will be
those actual gifts received from those who indicated they
would participate.
Nearly 150 Marshall Alumni participated in the
telephoning portion of the Campaign which reflects the
type of volunteer support needed for the Alumni Program.
The 1964-65 CAUSE Campaign "'ill expand to two
other cities and will be repeated in the above-mentioned
five areas.
Marshall Chapters not located in CAUSE areas are
conducting or will conduct AIDE (Alumni Interest Demonstrated for Education) Telephone Campaign this Spring.

ACTIVE ALUMNI ARE THOSE
PERSONS WHO ARE
RENDERING INFLUENTIAL,
MORAL AND FINANCIAL SUPPORT
TO ALMA MATER!
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THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE HONORS PROGRAM
AT MARSHALL AND PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE
By Dr. Charles H. Moffat, Professor of History
(This report was originally made in May 1963)

markable! Instead of creating a cult of the elite, they we1•a
extremely humble and democratic. Topics studied this year
were freedom and education. Next fall Communism will be
studied. It is worthy of ncte that Florida has passed a law
iequiring that Communism be taught in every state-supported
school and college. Thirty-three other state ctapartments
of education have recommended that Communism be taught
on all academic levels. One leading university is conducting
a special workshop this summar to train teachers who will
be responsible for teaching this sub~oect.
The second phase of our program concerns departmental honors courses now being offered in eighteen departments. The last three departments to participate are
the French, German, and Social Studies departments. 1:11'e
Chemistry Department is probing the possibility of securmg
a national foundation stipend to encourage honor students in
that discipline. Between now and this time next year, I believe that three more departments will join the program.
We have attempted to racognize students who are talented, just as athletes and beauty queens have been overrecognized in the past. The Honors Hous<e is their home
away from home. On March 21 an Honors Convocation was
conducted with dignity and good taste, and I hope that it
will become a permanent institution at Marshall. Our plan
next spring is ta ask the administration to confer an honorary degrne upon one of the men who will be unable to
attend Commencement this coming June. I have in mind
Mr. Rathbone, the President of the Standard Oil Company
of New Jersey and President of the Board of Trustees of
Lehigh University. (Editor's note: Mr. Rathbone was conferred an honorary degree on February 25, 1964).
Has the honors program been worthwhile? Actually,
this has been the most productive academic year in the
history of this institution. When I told delegates at the Virginia Conference of scholarships and awards that our students have won, they were aghast! At the risk of being
somewhat tedious, I would likoe to enumerate the names
of several students who have received recognition. All of
these students have been enrolled in the Interdepartmental
Seminar and most of them have also participated in the departmental honors programs. The evidence S'eems irrefutable
that these students have received fringe benefits from the
honors program that heretofore have been confined to such
major universities as Illinois and Kansas.
Juliet Willman participated in the English Honors program and was awarded a Woodrow Wilson scholarship· aii:d
a National Defense Act Scholarship.
Joyce Rohr, an honors student in Political Science, received a Woodrow Wilson Scholarship and will attend Johns
Hopkins University.
Ruth Fuller, English honors program, received a fellowship at the University of Maryland.
Stewart Thomas, who won honors in both Psychology
and Mathematics, secured a National D<efense Act Scholarship and will attend Michigan State University.
Thomas Dunfee, honors in economics, a $7,000 law fellowship at New York University.
Mike Stump was offered a fe.Jlowship at the University
of Chicago.
Aubrey King, honors in Political Scrence, Rotary International Scholarship, will attend University of Delhi,
India.
G<eorge White was awarded a fellowship to the Medical
College of Virginia.

This is the second anniV'ersary of the activation of the
Honors Committee at Marshall University. We have tried
to make students want to go above and beyond the conventional curricula offerings, and there is convincing evidenca
that the Honors Committee has met with a considerable
degree of success during the past two years. The idea really
germinated five years ago when I went to Atlanta to attend
a convention pertaining to talent development among superior students.
Our support for the program has been both external
and internal. Among the men who have come to the campus
to aid us was Dr. Robert Johnson, Doean of the Honors
College at the University of Illinois, who visited Marshall
in November, 1961. In January, 1962, I observed the honors
program at Southern Illinois University from which we derived the plan for an Interdisciplinary Seminar. In March
of this :yoear Dr. Stanley Idzerda, Dean of the Honors College at Michigan State University, delivered an excellent
address at the first Honors Convocation. I recently attended
a conferenc-e sponsored by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare at the University of Virginia. I hwe
designated these examples of counsel as external support.
The internal bolstering that has greatly aided this program at Marshall has been even more significant. The administrative staff gave unreserved support and secured $3,000
for the renovation of the Honors House; SJ1'!cial stipends for
students were awarded and expense accounts for faculty
members that participate have been approved. Dr. Ronald
Rollins is the very able coordinator of the Interdepartmental
Seminars. I have never labored on a committee as enthusiastic and as dedicated as the Honors Committee. Supporting committees such as the Committe>e for the Encouragement of Graduate Study and the Woodrow Wilson
Foundation Committee have also proved helpful. We have
received some financial support from off campus. Dr.
Joseph Krimsky is to donate $100.00 a year, and we hope
that other philanthropists will also be inspired to contribute
to our program.
Our honors program at Marshall is divided into two
facets embodying both the British system and the American
system of honors. The Oxbridge system (English) emphasizes deep specialization, while the American trend is
toward a broad-er and more cultural approach. The Interdisciplinary Honors Seminar follows this general type,
whereas the departmental system now in operation in eighteen departments is modeled after that in vogue at Oxford
and Cambridge. It is the Interdepartmental Seminar that
has arrested the attention of people throughout tire TriState, as far south as Georgia, and as far eastward as
Washington. The Honors House has been renovated so as
to provide seminar rooms, a library, administrative office,
kitclrenette and various anterooms. Twenty of the ablest
students on the campus were selected to participate. They
were allowed two hours credit per semester, but this has
been increased to three hours for next year. Twenty faculty
members have lectured to the seminar since last September.
Some of these lectures were so scholarly that I feel that
they lilhould be published. The students wrote a research
paper, listened to lectures and· participated in panel discussions. The esprit de corps among the students was re-

(Continued Mext Page )
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(Continued I

Jim Harper and Stewart Thomas were both awarded
honorabl'e mention by the Woodrow Wilson Foundation. I
could name more.
The conference at the University of Virginia was supported and subsidized by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Recently the F'ederal Government published a 100-page booklet relevant to the honors programs
in American colleges and universities. Honors programs in
the near future may be financed and subsidized by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Six states
were represented at the conference; the District of Columbia, PIJ'erto Rico and the Virgin Islands were also represented. There were approximately 250 delegates in attendance. Representatives of six colleges and universitiies
were asked to explain the honors programs in their respective institutions. In addition to Marshall, thes'e included
North Carolina State, the University of Kentucky, William
and Mary, Mary Washington, and Radford College (a branch
of VPI). Our program is, in general, more mature and more
fully developed than the others. We haV'e an Honors House,
a convocation and eighteen departmenhl honors programs.
This would seem to render our program superior to most
in Region Three (South'eastern United States). I think it
was appropriate that the conference met in Jefferson's "academic village" since he conceived the idea of creating an
aristocracy of talent, not of wealth or pedigree. That is
what Marshall has attempted to do.
We have mad'e an auspicious beginning but there are
grave problems that lie ahead. On the credit side of the
academic ledger, we have the solid support of the administration, an abloe coordinator of the seminar and high
esprit de corps among the faculty and students. Out of 100
students invited to participate in the program next year,
we have had 100 affirmative replies. However, we must
not become complacent or smug. We would like to avoid
alternate outbursts of enthusiasm followed by periods of
lethargy. During the past two years the honors program
has been one of the most significant developments in Marshall University. Much has been done to publicize the
program. I trust that the future will be bright. We do
need, however, more recruitment of talented students within
the departments that offer courses.

Charlie Snyder explains 1963 M. U. football prospects to
Kanawha County Alumni lost foll in Charleston.

1964 Homecoming ls October 24
So that you can plan now to attend Homecoming next
Fall, it is announced that October 24 has been selected
for the 1964 event. The University of LouisVille will be
our football opponent for that day. Of course, the parade,
dances and other activities are being planned.

PEGGY TUCKER

(See Page 161

Various Summ.er Tours Originate At M. U.
In addition to the Alumni Association tour there will
be at least four other European tours originating through
Marshall University this Summer.
On June 3 through July 13 there will be the Literary
Tour of Great Britain conducted by Dr. and Mrs. Jack R.
Brown. He is Professor of English at M. U. The escorted
tour of England and Scotland will also visit Paris. Class
credit is available through this tour. The cost of the tour
will be $1,324.00 per person. Transportation will be via
the S. S. Queen Elizabeth. Full details may be obtained
through Dr. Brown.
Another tour will be the 46-day Festival tour of
Music, Opera, Ballet, Drama and Folklore in Europe conducted by Professor Curtis Baxter of the Marshall English
Department. The tour will originate in New York on
July 17 and will proceed by the S. S. Constitution to
Naples. Other locations will be Rome, Florence, Verona,
Venice, Salzbury, Vienna, Lucerne, Heidelberg, Paris, London and back to New York en August 31 by jet flight.
The cost per person is $1,655.00. Contact Professor Baxter
for details. This is also a credit tour.
Professor Juan Fors, Chairman of the Marshall Spanish Department will conduct a credit tour to Rome, France,
Spain and Majorca on July 15 through August 22. Full details may be obtained from Professor Fors.
A travel, work and learn trip to Germany is available
through the efforts of the M. U. German Club. The group
would leave New York on June 3 and return in early
September. The trip is available to M. U. Alumni and
students. Transportation will be by the U. S. Overseas
Airways and will cost approximately $290.00 per person.
Participants will live, work and travel in Europe all Summer. For full details contact Dr. Walter Perl, German
Department, Marshall University.

KAREN CHILDERS

. . . AND BE!ll!TY, TOO.
Not only is the M. U. campus beautiful but it also
contains beauty! No, this Is not double talk. It Is merely
one way of telling you that we have many attractive young
ladies enrolled.
You don't have to take our word for it. Many of them
have titles to prove It.

JO ANN ODUM

Miss Physical Fitness for the U. S. A. for 1963-64 is
Nina Hatfield, (above) Charleston Senior. She was selected
from approximately 275 entries by the President's Council
en Physical Fitness to represent the United States as a
typical American woman on a European tour. Nina will
make an educat.ional film financed by Lanvin Perfumes
and approved by the President's Council.
Karen Lee Childers, South Charleston Junior, was
chosen Miss West Virginia for the 1963 Miss America
Pageant. Karen won - for the first time in the history
of the pageant in West Virginia - all three divisions of
competition: bathing suit modeling, evening gown modeling
and talent. In the Miss America Pageant she won the talent
award and a $1,000.00 scholarship.
Jo Ann Odum, Huntington Sophomore, won the title
of Miss U. S. A. for 1961-62 and placed sixth in the
Miss World Pageant in London.
Miss Marshall for 1963-64, for instance, Is Peggy
Tucker, Bluefield Senior, who was one of five West Virginia Centennial Queen finalists.

These lasses accentuate the fact that the coeds on
the M. U. campus are an attractive lot.
And you can imagine, with accuracy, that the male
enrollment is a pretty alert lot.
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Central Ohia Chapter
afficers (abave), left
to right: Adkins, V.P.,
Ball (frant) Sec., Smith
(back) Pres., and Click,
past Pres. Al "Babe"
M a z z a, (left), prexy
South Florida Chapter.

A MARSHALL ALUMNI CHAPTER

M. U. "CAUSE" work·
ers in B e c k I e y last
Nov. (above) Vaughan,
Loflin
a nd
Pruett.
(right). Rev. John W.
Hayward,
Logan
Co.
Chapter Pres.

(Continued from Page 4 )

the same choked up, tears in the eyes, that each of us
found so heart warming."
Alumni Office Note: The Alumni Association is proud
to have the Vietnam chapter as one of the 39. The efforts and interests being shown by our Alumni in Vietnam
should certainly be an incentive for Marshall Alumni in
the United States.

Annual Civing In Home Stretch
With approximately three months remaining in this
current (The Fifth) Annual Giving Year, chances of surpassing last year's output are good.
Through March 17 gifts had been received from 1,245
Alumni for a total of $13,614.08.
Last year's grand total of $15,052.29 was from 1,601
Alumni.
It has been pretty well agreed that this year's program
should produce AT LEAST $20,000.00 from AT LEAST
2,000 Alumni.
How about you? Have you participated this year?
If not, send your gift before June 30 to the Office of Development and Alumni Affairs. Make your check or money
order payable to The Marshall Foundation, lncorpocated.
The names of Alumni participating this year (63-64)
from November 11 through March 11 are listed elsewhere
in this publication.

Credit Where Credit Is Due!
Many thanks to the individ11als who helped with this
publication - namely, Charles Tu.cker, Bill Belanger, Jim
Wallen, Bill Sayre, Mattrice Kt1plan, George Rorrer, Ray
Cumberledge and The Parthenon. Without their help your
feeble Alumni Director woitld never have been able to put
together this edition.
Also note this is a "tu;o in one" publication. Originally
we had planned two small "Marshall Alumnus" magazines,
but changed mtr minds and put it all between one set of
covers. We hope you enjoy it. Write the Office of Development and Alumni Alfairs if you have suggestions.

1964-65 ARTISTS SERIES ANNOUNCED
Season memberships in the Marshall University Artists
Series are being accepted. The 1964-65 program appears to
be another sched1tle of great cultural entertainment.
October 12, The WflTsll'W Philharmonia; November 16,
'H. M. S. Pinafore' by the Stratford, Ontario Festival Company; December 4, "Die Fledermus" by the New York
City Opera Company; January 12, 1965, V an Cliburn, noted
young pianist; February 15, Royal W elch Male Choir; and
April 8, the complete "The Nutcracker," T chaikovsky's
most populflT ballet by the National Ballet of Canada.

Gloria Brothers Scholarship Awarded
Ellis N. Nemer, Parkersburg senior and psychology
major is the first recipient of the Gloria Joan Brothers
Memorial Scholarship. Nemer is married and lives at
University Heights.
The fund now totals $6,008.00. Donations may be sent
to the Office of Development and Alumni Affairs. Checks
should be made payable to the Marshall Foundation.
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Mr. and Mn. Jack L. Hamilton
James V. Hanna
Mr. ond Mrs. Ston C. Hanson
Mr. ond Mrs. James H. Hardin
(J:t'rom Nov. 11, 1963, t o March 11, 1964)
Martho Gillikin HardiJessie Joan Barnes harrison
Victor Allen Harshbarger
Old Beech Club
Catherine Cundiff Boggs
Clyde Bonar
Betty Colliflower Hart
GOLD SEAL MEMBERS
Anna Slater Booten
Ruby Spurlock Hartz
Janice Caok Black
Edna Linn Williams Booth
Helen llrandebury Harvey
Carrie James Bourn
Homer James Booth
Mortha Plymale Hatten
Mel S. Gilles!)ie
Mildred Nall Booth
James R. Howarth
Edythe Cohen Gross
Stella Hensley Booth
Jahn W. Hayward
Tim E. Hollandsworth
Orman Richard Bowyer
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Hegedus
Virginia Honnold Keys
Mrs. June Billups Bradley
Garnett R. Hensley
George M. Mendenhall
Mrs. Louise Bricker
h elen Chambers Hensley
Dr. Francis G. Plymale
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Bragg
Mary Helwig Hensley
C. I. Thornburg
Lillian Asher Bright
Oral Clyde Hensley
Vanna Waad Hensley
STERLING SILVER MEMBERS
~u~~erFl~;.e~raer!'!!'n
Mary Rowley Hesson
Dr. Hamer M. Cummings
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Brown
ttev. Carl E. Hicks
~':.'.::::e C~ · M~:ri.Cohnom
Mr. ond Mrs. Wilfred Hall Brownfield Dallas C. Higbee
Dr. Glenn H. Preston
Kathleen Hensley Browning
Bryan H. Hill
Charles Dewey Brucker
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Hinerman
Millard M. Riggs
Mr. and Mrs. Williom H. Bryan
Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Hite
Robert E. Yancey
Edwina Carson Buell
Ann Horwood Hodapp
BLUE RIBBON MEMBERS
Mrs. Saro Covert Buffington
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Hodges
John D. Ankrim
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Burgess
James Fred Holswode
Virginia Batten Apple
Mary Shepord Butcher
Mr. ond Mrs. John A. Holt
Mr. ond Mrs. C. P. Bennett
Velma Elizobeth Buzzard
Mr. ond Mrs. R. H. Holtzworth, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Douglas Bess
Charles William Caldwell
Anne Gillikin Howard
Mr. ond Mrs. Frank L. Bloss
Mr. ond Mrs. W. Garner Callaway
Mr. and Mrs. Chories D. Howland
Dr. Clorence H. Boso
Mr. ond Mrs. Paul J. Carlsen, Jr.
Morgaret Gates Hughes
Janet R. Calfee
Mrs. Alice Cartte
Nettie Beck Lambert
Mary Earl Coda
Joonna Elizabeth Costell!
Dr. ond Mrs. James E. Irvin
Eliza Ronson Cooksey
Alice Virginia Casto
Ephroim Jacobs
Herbert C. Diamond
Mary Berry Chadwick
Selma Maza Jacobson
Richard F. Dilworth
Dr. Horry D. Chambers
Mr. ond Mrs. Stephen M. Jacobson
Dovid Fox, Jr.
Clora Ella Chapman
Vada Schoolcraft Jarvis
J. D. Garrison
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Childers
Jahn Lewis Jefferson, J r.
Mary Beord Gates
Joseph M. Childers
David Gary Jennings
Thomos R. Grady
Jeonne Childers
Helen Wode Johnson
Cleo Margoret Gray
Jomes N. Childs
Eloise V. Johnston
Frank B. Groves
Joseph A. Childs
Robert Lee Johnston
Janice Caudill Justice
~~~10~ . ~a~~mill
~:;selik:~a c~~~!t· Jr.
John R. Karickhoff
Dr. A. E. Harris
Mr. ond Mrs. Curtis S. Clark
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Keesee
William O. Hayden
Mary Day Clark
Emmett Kelba11gh
Mr. ond Mrs. Norman P. Hazeldine
Cecil G. Cline
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil L. Kelly
Mr. and Mrs. Harald F. Hendershot
Philip E. Cline
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Kiefer
Mr. ond Mrs. Myron B. Hensley
RDoobveidrt Seto. nCleaT.e Cobbledick
Elizabeth Leanard Kisner
Mildred Hoptonstall Hill
Robert L. Kaehler
Louise P. Hutchison
Georgia F. Collins
Bess Mobus K11nz
Ruth Corden Johnson
Thora L. Cooksey
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond A. Lee
Dr. Dorsey Ketchum
Groce Cornell
Joan Goldston Lerner
Capt. ond Mrs. Walter B. Lett
Adele Howell Corron
Julia LeRoy
Mrs. Delores Soyre Lowe
Hylo E. Crovens
Glenva Starcher Lewis
Anne Virginio Maier
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. Crickard
Mrs. Leah Lewis
Capt. Charles William Mathews
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Cross
Lucie G. Lewis
George H. McCarrihan
Ethel Crowder Crotty
Virginia E. Lewis
Jahn H. Miller
Jessie Lee Crowe
Edith Dew Lilly
Dr. Woodrow W . Miiis
Albert Heck Cummings
Gladys B. Lind
Mr. ond Mrs. James H. Nash
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Curnutte
Dr. Paul H. Loflin
Joe F. Peck
Barboro Jean Cyrus
Bess Ruth Lawry
Dr. George Hatcher Perdue
Ira Monroe Dabney
Foye A. Lawry
Elizobeth McCubbin Pe rry
Mr. ond Mrs. Dov1d HE•• DDaauv9dh ernty Ill Mr. and Mrs. Hamer D. Lusher
Mr. ond Mrs. Harry Quenon
Mr. ond Mrs. George
1 50
Reba Mae Watts Mahaffey
Mr. and Mrs. Jack C. Robinette
Frank Moore Deacon
Oretha Boone Martin
Robert P. Simmons
Dophne H. Deitz
Richard Haward Massey
Colemon A. Staats
Thurmon E. DeVore
Capt. Lorry D. Matthews
Mr. and Mrs. Ray K. Sullivan
Lois Bryan Doty
Henry L. Max
Ruth S. Sutherlond
Mr. and Mrs. Donald G. Douglos
Samuel E. May
Clark D. Todd
Helen Hort Dowler
Mr. and Mrs. Horold E. McCarty
Mory Elizobeth Dumo
Dr. and Mrs. Jock R. Traylor
John N. McCl11n9
Jomes F. Vaughon
Wonda Richordson Dunkley
Williom D. McClure
Chorles N. Van Horn
Mr. ond Mrs. J . J. Dwyer
William P. Mccomas
Robert A. Williomson
Mr. ond Mrs. Charles D. Ellis
Mn. Elizabeth McDonald
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Rebecco
King Evans
Margaret S. McDermott
Russell Keith Adams
Mr. ond Mrs. Donald D. Ferguson
Charles William Mcintyre
Mr. and Mrs. Golza B. Adkins
Lorry V. Ferguson
Florence Campbell McKeand
Kenneth C . McKawn
Re9enia Sue A1kins
~~·r an~is~r~ba~:ah Fetter
0
Soroh L. Meador
~,:'h~a ~~gJJd:';s!~rson
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick A. Fitch, Jr. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nelghborgall
Ardella Hevener Alexander
Mr. ond Mrs. Maurice J . Flynn
Joseph Loron Mercer
Mr. ond Mrs. Robert P. Alexonder
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Frampton
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn W. Miller, Jr.
Mory Link Allen
LuMory Wolford France
Pauline Jackson Miller
Mr. and Mrs. William Russell Allen
Mary Helen Frasher
Edward C. Moore
Nellie Amata
Auneca Virginia Frazier
Mrs. Eugenia Dickinson Moore
Shirley Spradlin Annand
William M. Frazier
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Margan
Denver Floyd Arnett
William W. Fredeking
Bvron T. Morris
Morie Haskins Asbury
Ona Stinson Gadd
Jonet M. Morrison
Joe Napier Ashworth
Ethel Golloher
Mary Leap Morrison
Mrs. Joyce W . Ashworth
Meto Fiery Galloway
W. Glen Morrison
Poul E. Austin
Mr. ond Mrs. Percy L. Gallowoy
Ruth McCabe Mosher
Clorice Lorene Boiles
Robert Charles Gost
Mr. and Mrs. William B. Mullarky
Jeon Morris Bailey
EDl iznobLe.thG Af.gnew Ghiz
Foy Elizabeth Murray
Mr. ond Mrs. Philip N. Bardwell
0
0 f
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Neal
Morgaret Bortram Bornett
George E. Gold
Mrs. Patricio Neill
Peggy Newberry Bartels
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Goodna
1
Jeonette Sanford Bartlett
Isabelle Turnev Gordon
~i~rfr:d"di:~.. •;."..wman
Mr. ond Mrs. Thomas H. Bassford
Robert L. Gough
Mr. and Mrs. Jack E. Nichols
Kenneth A . Baylor
Edno Earle Grant
Lula Newman Nixon
Daniel Reed Beam
Hester 0 . Green
Mrs. Ruth Norton
Ruth I. Beatty
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Greenlee
Linda Moy O'Dell
Ira L. Belcher
Dollie E. Greiner
Richord L. Olzer
John Hill Bennett
Fronces Talbott Grimm
Mory McPeek Pogel
Ruby Emmalene Bias
Dorothy Kenney Grimm
Poul A. Polmer
Ford A. Blair
Mr. and Mrs. Hamer P. Hagaman
Mrs. Ada Parker
Dr. Thomas H. Blake
Frances Burns Hogan
Mr.
and Mrs. W. King Ponons
Marvin Babes
Jock L. Hagan
Margoret C. Patton
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Boda
Glodys Frozier Hamer

PARTICIPANTS IN ANNUAL GIVING

1'!;
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Glenn Pemberton
James D. Perry
Gulielma ~edinger Persun
Noel Peterson
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Peterson
Lalo Martin Petrie
J uvetto Cornell Pierce
Juonita

•::iruber

Piher

Mr. and Mrs. Stephen E. Posti
Charles C. Proctor
l.>onovan Quisenberry
Doris Jean Rankin

Mr. and Mrs. John C. Roy, Jr.
Darrell Rector
J . Jerome Reich
.Sruno

Rezzonico

Herbert W. Rhodes
Margaret Buzek Rice
Hilo A. Richordson
0 . Jennings Rife
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace T. Rife
Mr. and Mn. Y. Jefferson Rite
Jack H11tchinson Riggs
Mrs. Frances Perry Ripley
Elizabeth Mytinger Risen
Maurine Poling Roberts
Nancy Morplcs Rahr
Inez L. Rollins
Ronald G. Rollins
Virginia :>hepard Rath
Dorathy J . Ryan
William S. Saevit>:
Kermit L. Sargent
Martha Cattle Sounders
Walter $awaniewski
Dr. and Mrs. William T. Schadel
Mr. and Mn. Francis X. Schmid
Albert Schmitt
Dorothy Jeanne Schroeder
Ruth Daniel Shackelford
Margaret R11cker Shannon
Leonord A. Showkey
Virgie L. Shepard
Mr. and Mrs. Don M. Shively
Nancy Mae Shomaker
Howard Russell Simmons
Charlene Frazier Sizemore

Mr. and Mrs. Ross C. Shriver
William Skeen
Betty Haubrock Smith
Davis R. Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert E. Smith
Mabel Godby Smith
Mildred Marie Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney A. Smith
Mrs. Ruth Smoot

r~~t' :~t:sm~':!ythe
1

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas P. Smythe
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Sackman
Betty Lovett Spencer
Dorothy Miller Stackpole
Ella Kluemper Stater
Marvin L. Stone
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Glenn Stover
Mr. and Mrs. Chorles C. Sullivan
Mrs. Margaret Swann
Shirley Cantor Sweet
Homer F. Tabor
Mrs. Eileen Graves Taylar
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Taylar
Mary Louise Taylor
W. Howard Toylor
Mr. and Mrs. Jack C. Templeton
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Thacker
Effie Sadler Thomas
Gladys Booten Thomas
James G. Thomas
Marris E. Thomas
Ogden A. Thomas
Paul W. Thomasson
Mr. and Mn. Bruce Thompson, Jr.
Helen Forley Thompson
Mr. ond Mrs. Lowrence T. Tippett
Frederick Lee Tomblin
Mary Jordan Tooley
Mr. and Mrs. J . Kaye Trippy
Maybelle Shute Trosper
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Tucker
R11th McGuire Tumbull
Mory Frances Bool Turner
Robert Williams Turney
Mr. and Mrs. Jomes F. Via
Morgoret S. Woldron
Mr. and Mrs. Glen E. Weekley
Oscar M. Wells
Iva Elizabeth White
Mr. and Mrs. James B. White
Willis E. White
Dr. L. Mildred Williams
Robert A. Wiiiiamson
Mr. and Mrs. Edward D. Willis
George Frederick Woelfel
James P. Woods, Jr.
May Brothers Wortman
Ferne Wright
Ma rie Morvney Wright
Mr. and Mn. Arthur Norman Yowng

or so. And it involves a much larger faculty than in
those days.
Students have woirked out a trial schedule with their
adviser when they arrive at their appointed time. They are
able to visit individual class desks without undue delay
waiting in line and usually have their schedule arranged and
approved in short order.

REGISTRATION TODAY ATM. U.
By Charles Tucker '43

As with many other procedures and operations at growing Marshall University, the four-time yearly process of
getting signed into classes and schedules arranged has been
greatly simplified and streamlined.
Graduates of a few years back remember - and not too
fondly - the registration procedure as one of standing in
line, walking from one office to another, standling in line,
walking some more, and some more standing in l"ne.
Today, they still walk some and they still stand in some
Jines, but the process is much quicker, much simplified and
much less nerve-frazzling.

If they need an identification photo, it is made there.
Facilities are set up to take care of tuition and fee payments, and before the student leaves he is ready to begin
classes as a fully registered Marshallite.

Remember when you picked up registration forms and
a time card at the registrar's office, went to the library at
the appointed time, worked out a schedule by standing in
lines at the various subject desks, signed your name dozens
of times, and finally filed out through the library stacks
to go back to Old Main to pay tuition and fees?
Today, it's all done under one roof - the king-sized one
at Gullickson Hall. ConstrucUon of the huge building enabled the entire registration process to be moved there.
Schedules are arranged, conferences held with advisers and
teachers, fees paid, identification pictures taken and all
the rest of the process. And it's done in about the same
time for about 5,000 students as it used to take for 1,500

Of course, pre-registration also helps cut down the fall
and mid-winter scramble. Upperclassmen can register in
the spring for classes they will enter that fall, and in the
fall for ones they will begin at mid-year.
Yes, the registration process and speed-up is just another of the many advances that has come with Marshall's
growth. And, as Marshall continues to expand, and to
grow, many more will be made.
Just as what was good enough for the college of 1940
won't do now, so it will be for the Marshall University of
1970, 80 and beyond.
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ANNUAL GIVING BY CLASSES

BUILDING NAMED FOR "SWEDE"

You might be interested to know just how your graduating class stands thus far in the current Annual Giving
Program. None cf the figures are particularly impressive
except for the Class of 1901. If you are not represented in
the percentage shown for your class, won't you help improve that percentage? Send your gift now.

"I can't believe it ." These 111ere the w<>rds of Otto
"Swede'' Gullicks<>n, retired professor of physical education,
when he learned that the men's health and physical education building had b:en named for him.

The classes are listed below. The second column represents the number of class members on the mailing list.
The thlrd column shows the number of gifts received
from class members and the last column reflects the clas3
percentage of participation.
Classes which had none of its members participating
this year are not listed.
CLASS

MEMBERS
4

1901
1902
1903
1904
1906
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

5

s

10
17
30
34
42
49
74
SS
32
3S
18

43
3S
23
66
45
49
S7
93
133
161
13S

1918

1919
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1911
1932
1933
1934

21l

196
209
193
216
2S4
168
156
174
23S

1935

1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951

177

204

154

111

133

146
2S2

415

S2S

526

391
331
294

1952

1953
1954

431
277

1955
1956

492
394
369

1957
l9S8
19S9
1960
1961

440

492

488

491
SSl

1962

1963

E "ON -

GIFTS
2
1

PERCENTAGE

s

so %
20 %
20 %
20 %
17.6%
20 %
11.8o/o
16.2%
14.3%
S.4%
7.3%
9.4%
S.8o/o
2.2%
9.3o/o
14.3%

1
6
7
7

1.5o/o
13.3o/o
lS.9%
12.3%

l

2
3

6
4

6
7

4
4

3
2
4
4

3

12
22
11

14
17
16
28
2S
17
32
21
18

27
34
30
27
19
14

7
16
lS

34
36
4S
37
23
26
27
23
27
J3

31

34
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Before his retirement last August, Professor Gullickson
served as a teacher and director of intramurals f<>r J 1 ye11rs.
At Marshall, he developed one of the la-rgest collegiate intramural programs in America. Ltist year's program mcluJeJ 140 different activities with a total of 5,172 contestants.
President Smith added that b ·cause of his warm personality and approachtlbility, he has influenced the lives of
thousands of students. "He has been one of our most enthusiastic and loyal faciilty members and has contributed
much to the spirit, tradition, and progress of our institution," the president added.

%

12..9%

16.So/o
6.8<µ
10.4%
8. %
8.1%

13.4%

12.8%
7.8%

12.2%
12.So/o

11 :So/o
15.So/o
14.So/o
16.9%
13.2%
12.3%
12.6%

5.3o/o
10.9o/o
6. o/o
8.2o/o
6.7o/o
8.So/o
9.2o/o
8.2o/o

" Swede" Gullickson (center ) examines Lincoln County Chapter Charter held by outgoing President Jim Roberts <le~)
and incoming prexy Dr. Les Wilkinson (right ). "Swede" was
the speaker for the January meeting in Hamlin.

8.3o/o
5.5%
8.4%
8.4o/o

FLAN TO ATTEND ALUMNI DAY ON MAY 30

7.3%

6.3%

29

7.7%
5.9%

31
6

1

47

The State Board of Education accepted a recommendation to name the building - Otto Gullickson Hall - at a
meeting in Charleston recently.

9.8%
6.3%

AND HOMECOMING ON OCTOBER 24!
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April

8, 1964

Faculty and Staff Members
Marshall University
Huntington, West Virginia
Dear Faculty or Staff' Memberi
The attached magazine is the latest publication that
the Alumni office has printed and distributed. This publication
has been mailed to approximately 2 1 500 active Marshall Alumni.

We are sending a copy to you so that you will be better
informed of' Alumni activities. I will appreciate it if' you
will c·ircule.te this publication to members of' your department.
I welcome any comments, criticisms or suggestions you may have
regarding this publication and future ones.
Very sincerely 1

J hn M. Sayre 1 Director

evelopment and Alumni .Affairs

ALUMNUS
NEWSLETTER
News about alumni activities published for Marshall University students.
December, 1967
Dear Santa:
We, the students of Marshall University at Huntington, W. Va.,
would like for you to bring us the following items for Christmas. FOR
OUR PERSONAL BENEFIT AND GRATIFICATION: an undefeated basketball team and more seats to see our team play; a realistic class-cut
policy (in come classes this should be un-limited); abolishment of the
English Qualifying exam; a Homecoming parade in 1968; sychronization
of the clocks on campus; boats to use on rainy days to get across campus; a great big bag of Do-It-Yourself school spirit £or the student body.
F.O R THE BETTERMENT OF MARSHALL: more parking spaces on campus, especially for visitors we are trying to work with and cultivate;
start and completion of our new Student Center as soon as possible; a
great big bag of Do-It-Yourself school spirit for the faculty. FOR THE
BETTERMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN THE STATE: a Board of.
Regents whose job it will be to direct the course 0£ Higher Education
in W_. Va.; a B.oard of Governors whose job it will be to plan, direct
and implement the course of Higher Edu~ation at Marshall.
Santa, we feel this isn't asking too much. Especially since we are
considerably behind in so many areas of growth. Most other institutions get what they need simply by asking for it with a plan showing
where they are going.
We promise to be good boys and girls in the coming year and promise not to boo visiting dignitaries at our ball games. However, our
continued Page 3
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be "Don't do today what you can
Christmas vacation is just
rush through tomorrow. "
around the corner and students
There are many students on
are getting psyched up for the
campus who do keep up with their
holidays. ~tudents are heading
assignments, but, on the average,
for home which includes ahnost
most of us tend to be a little lazy
every state in the union.
around Christmas.
Foreign students are not
I would like to wish everyone a
quite so fortunate as to be able
very nice holiday and a bang-up
to go home, but many are
of a New Year. Stay alert, relax,
spending Christmas break with
eat hearty and study.
other students.
Christmas parties are held,
Your editor,
serenades are under way, trees
t
I• .J
_,
,~ !• t fl.~ I. .;J
~ ,,l"1,I.<.: ( J
adorn most establishments on
campus, but the schoolwork
Frances Chirico
still remains.
*
*
lv'iany students have assignBRANCH TEA MS
ments to complete over the
The Branch Colleges at Logan
vacation while others have
and Williams on have organized
assignments to catch up on
basketball teams and have begun
during this period. It's very
their season.
easy to let long range assignments
They have games scheduled
remain untouched until the last
with schools such as Glenville
minute. The last minute is
State junior varsity, Fairmont
usually over Christmas break
~tate junior varsity, W. Va.
and the assignment is due when
Wesleyan junior varsity, W. Va.
the student returns.
Tech junior varsity, and the
Of course, the assignments
Parkersburg branch of W. V. U.
must be given and the students
A game is scheduled between
realize this point. Since first
the two Marshall branch teams
semester is full of breaks, it is
Jan. 12 in Logan at the Logan
hard not to have assignments
Memorial Field House.
overlapping into the vacation.
The Logan team played the
A great deal of procrastinaMarshall frosh in Logan, Dec. 9
tion seems to be the trouble of
:ind lost 84-68. The Logan and
many students, including my sell.
Williamson Alumni chapters sponThe appropriate motto seems to
sor the two branch teams.
I

*
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continued from page 1
restraint and patience sometimes boils over when we are continually
ignored individually and as an institution. But if we see some progress and get reasonable cooperation toward our goals--you'll see a
brand new Marshall, full of hope, progress, life and a campus more
dedicated than any in our ftate.
Last but not least, S anta, we would like to have world peace so
we can pursue our education and be able to use it in the future for
our families, our Ctate and the good of mankind.
We know you will try your best to help us help Marshall.
Your friends,
Marshall University students

*

**

*

*

**

**

***

* Letter
* * *to *the Class
* * of 1968
* * from
* * Nick *McGrath,
* * * * Class
* * President
*
A

Back when you and I were 9th and 10th graders in high school,
the Marshall College (University) senior class of 1960 made an important decision. Instead of donating a bench or sundial to the college the class chose instead to establish a scholarship which they
would support. Fach member was asked to contribute or make a
pledge which could be completed during the year after graduation.
The scholarship would be perpetuated each year after the first
by a unique system. Gifts to the Alumni Association would be divided equally between the Class f cholarship and the alumni annual
giving campaign. This replenished the fund automatically without a
fund drive each year.
As your Class President, I talked with our Alumni Director,
Harry Sands, and I believe this scholarship is one we should establish. We will form a team of dormitory leaders, fraternity and
sorority leaders and other interested persons and discuss this.
We'll contact as many seniors as possible. Then we'll report our
recommendations to you.
I would like to announce at this time that a banquet is being
planned by your class officers for the January graduates. Two
dates are available--January 7 or 14. We'll contact you again
soon. Meanwhile, hold these dates. Look for further information in the January "Undergraduate Alumnus. n
Cordially,
~/,~ :r;r;, ..~
Nick McGrath, Senior Class President

M. U. I.

TOURNAMENT SET

The Mar shall Invitational Tourfine st in the nation. Borrowing
nament is set for Dec. ZO and 21
a term from the insurance field,
at Memorial Field House. Tickets
"If we 're gonna go- - Let's go first
for either night are on sale i11 the
class ! ", the committee feels the
Alumni Office on campus.
two day event will be "first class"
West end seats are $3 a night
in every detail.
and all other seats are $4 per
News media from several
night.
states in the eastern part of the
The first game begins at 7:30
United States and neighboring
between Bowling Green and
states will be covering this tourManhattan. The second game
nament. Naturally, they will restarts at 9: 30 between the Uniport what they see and hear both
versity of Virginia and Mar=
from the team and the fans. Need
shall.
we say more!
The second night the consoManhattan students are coming
lation game begins at 7: 30 and
by bus and a group will be coming
the championship game at 9: 30.
from the University of Virginia
Ticket prices include both
and Bowling Green. Courtesy and
games each night.
kindness are contagious and we
This tournament is sponhope to have an epidemic of it for
sored by the Alumni Associathese two nights.
tion and is to be an annual affair.
CAN WE COUNT ON YOU! !
The tournament has been
*****~'c*
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A
scheduled for Dec. 19 and 20,
HAPPY NEW YEAR FROM THE
1968 with University of MaryALUMNI OFFICE
land, Miami University of
Harry and Zoe Sands, Miss Marie
Florida, Yale Univel'Bity and
White, Mrs. Jeanne Hager, Mrs.
Marshall.
Alice Angel, Linda Hager, Karen
In 1969 the tournament has
Smythers, Donna Wilson, Donna
been scheduled for Dec. 20 and
Kulin, Judy McCoy, Mark Wilcox,
Z1 with Oklahoma University,
Allen Sato and Frances Chirico
New York University, Xavier
University and Marshall.
~i'
~~.~ -\_
The Undergraduate Alumnus
_?;. :.,
· ~)
Published monthly by the
The tournament committee
has worked long and hard since
~ !t..tJ
M U Alumni Association
·'-'<~7
Harry
M. Sands, Alumni Dir.
last January to make this first
Frances Chirico, Editor
annual tournament one of the
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